An ordinary bear gains extraordinary magical powers in this hilarious early graphic novel reader series.

Bear was just an average bear until the day a tornado lodged an out-of-control wizard’s wand in his head. Now he looks a bit like a cross between a bear and a unicorn. He is none too pleased, but it seems he might be stuck with the wand for the foreseeable future.

“Quirky fun, with a good message.”
—Kirkus Reviews

What’s Included in This Kit:

- Bizard the Wish Giver
- In Search of the Mysterious Differences
- Say What?
- Eye Spy

Meet the Creator

Chrissie Krebs has illustrated several picture books, including Pig in a Wig, A Dinosaur Ate Dad’s Hair, and There is Something Weird in Santa’s Beard. She also illustrated Rodney Loses It! by Michael Gerard Bauer, which was named a CBCA Children's Book of the Year for Early Childhood. She lives in Australia. Visit her at chrissiekrebs.net.
Bizard the Wish Giver

With Bizard’s new powers, he can grant any wish you want. If you could ask for three wishes, what would you wish for? In the space below, write down the wishes you would ask Bizard for.

I wish . . .

1. ____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________
In Search of the Mysterious Differences

Can you spot the differences between these two images? There are five total.

- The stars around the wand are missing.
- Bear’s eyes are looking in a different direction.
- Squirrel’s tooth is missing.
- Fox’s hands and feet are a different color.
- Owl’s ears are missing.

Answer Key:
1. The stars around the wand are missing.
2. Squirrel’s teeth are a different color.
3. Squirrel’s nose is missing.
4. Fox’s hands and feet are a different color.
5. Owls’ ears are missing.
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Create your own comic dialog based on the illustrations. Fill in the speech bubbles!
Eye Spy

How many eyes do you see?